Due to uncertainty and potential inconsistencies in the implementation and adoption of platform generated UTIs for February 12, 2014 – which could result in a large number of reporting breaks - the Market Architecture Group (MAG) suggests a phased in approach with respect to the use of UTIs generated by central execution platforms – as described below.

1. For February 12, 2014, if central execution platforms are not able to generate and communicate a UTI, one of the parties to the trade will be required to generate and communicate the UTI to the other party. The non-generating party should consume the UTI from the confirmation of the UTI generating counterparty.

2. For February 12, 2014, if one party to a trade is able to consume a UTI from a central execution platform and the other party is not able to consume a UTI from a central execution platform, then:

   - if the party that is able to consume the UTI from the platform is the UTI generating party, then the UTI will be communicated to the non-generating party via the confirmation and the non-generating party should consume the UTI from the confirmation of the UTI generating counterparty.

   - if the party that is able to consume the UTI from the platform is the non-generating party, then the non-generating party should consume the UTI from the confirmation of the UTI generating party and not the platform.

3. For February 12, 2014, if both counterparties to a trade are not able to consume a UTI from a central execution platform, one of the parties to the trade will be required to generate and communicate the UTI to the other party. The non-generating party should consume the UTI from the confirmation of the UTI generating counterparty.

Finally, once both the central execution platform is able to generate and communicate the UTI and both counterparties to the transaction are able to consume the UTI, then the process for the generation of a UTI should, once bi-laterally agreed between parties to the trade, revert back to the central execution platform as per the methodology defined in the UTI generation – Key principles.
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Overview

As highlighted in the GFXD Discussion Note dated August 2013, titled ‘The EMIR Requirement for Dual-Sided Trade Reporting Utilizing a Unique Trade Identifier - The Proposed FX Approach and Associated Challenges’, the MAG recommended that the GFXD members should leverage the ISDA UTI Generation, Communication and Matching best-practice document with respect to the use of a UTI.

Since the publication of the above Discussion Note, ESMA has approved 6 Trade Repositories and Trade Reporting in Europe is due to go-live on February 12, 2014.

In preparation for the go-live date of February 12, 2014, market participants including counterparties, vendors and central execution platforms are building new infrastructures and are using the ISDA UTI Generation, Communication and Matching best-practice document as the basis in determining how the UTI will be generated and communicated. The ISDA document provides the key best practices for the market participants to use and remains the operating model for the GFXD members.

For trades executed on a central execution platform and where either the platform or the parties to the trade are not yet able to produce/consume a UTI, then the MAG, on the opening page of this document, has proposed three intermediary steps to be leveraged as appropriate. These are:

Finally, in conjunction with ISDA, the FX Industry is in discussions with ESMA on the construct of the UTI and at this stage no final guidance from ESMA has been received. ESMA have however suggested that if a USI exists for a transaction then that USI can also be used as the UTI. It should be noted that all GFXD members are registered as Swap Dealers under Dodd-Frank and will be using a USI for their reporting requirements.

Included in the remainder of this note is additional information that is included for reference, namely: the UTI generation – UTI Generator Decision Tree and FX specific tie-break logic; Key principles; the process flow for UTI generation for trades executed on a platform.
The MAG proposes that the UTI Generator Decision Tree is adopted, or as more likely, bi-laterally agreed between counterparties who will generate the UTI.

If the above Decision Tree fails to determine which counterparty generates the UTI, then the below FX specific tie-break logic should be applied.
FX specific tie-break logic:

- The FX Cash Rule: The seller of risk in the currency which is first, when sorted alphabetically by ISO code, would bear responsibility to generate the UTI.
- The Option Seller: The seller of the product in the transaction would bear responsibility to generate the UTI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxonomy</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>FX Cash Rule</td>
<td>For FX Swaps, the UTI generator of both legs of the swap would be determined by applying the FX Cash rule to the far-leg of the swap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDF</td>
<td>FX Cash Rule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option</td>
<td>Option Seller Rule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDO</td>
<td>Option Seller Rule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Exotic</td>
<td>Option Seller Rule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex Exotic</td>
<td>See Comment</td>
<td>For a complex exotic product where there is an unambiguous seller of the product, the Option Seller Rule would apply. The seller determination would be driven by the seller as agreed in the standard FpML representation of the product. If there is no clear seller then the FX Cash Rule would apply.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UTI generation – Key principles**

Included in the ISDA UTI generation document are several key principles that were agreed to help define best practices for market participants. For the generation of a UTI, these are:

- UTI generation, communication and matching should occur at the earliest possible point in the trade flow. The list below is ordered in preference:

  - Centrally executed trades – reference is generated and communicated at the point of execution on a platform that can generate a UTI and ensure its uniqueness.
  - Up-front affirmed – reference is generated and communicated at the point of submission.
  - Back-end confirmation matched (post-trade) – reference is generated at submission and communicated at point of matching.
  - Paper trades – unless otherwise communicated, a reference is generated by individual firms who share via paper and update their reporting to reference the UTI for the trade once agreed by counterparties.
UTI generation for Trades Executed on a Central Execution Platform

The diagram below shows the process flow for the generation and communication of a UTI for transactions executed on a central execution platform.

1. Counterparties execute trade via a central execution platform
2. Platform assigns a common UTI and communicates as part of trade details to each counterparty
3. Counterparties report to the TR using the common UTI (or may delegate reporting to an agent)